BMW S 1000 R.
MAKE LIFE A RIDE.

BROCHURE 2020.

BMW Motorrad
OVERVIEW.

Make the city your arena, and the streets your stage. The BMW S 1000 R commands respect wherever it goes. Style is part of its DNA, putting you in the spotlight and its competitors in the shade, with super-agile handling and exceptional power as an added bonus. Let the show begin!

Illustrations of Original BMW Motorrad equipment are partially based on previous models. Illustrations may show colors from previous models.
MODEL COLOURS.

BMW S 1000 R: N2X Paintwork in San Marino Blue Metallic / Seat in Black

BMW S 1000 R HP: N2E Paintwork in Light White/Racing Blue Metallic/Racing Red/Seat in Black/Wheels in Black (standard) with Red trim

BMW S 1000 R: ND2 Paintwork in Blackstorm metallic ND2 / Seat in Black/ Wheels in Black (standard) with Red trim

Illustrations may show optional equipment.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT.

**BMW S 1000 R**

Model code: 0D52

**Engine/drive**

- Water/oil-cooled, four-stroke in-line four-cylinder engine
- Four-valve technology, with four valves per cylinder and double overhead camshaft
- Capacity: 999 cc
- Max. output: 165 hp (121 kW) at 11,000 rpm
- Max. torque: 114 Nm at 9,250 rpm
- Electronic injection
- Full E-Gas (ride by wire) electronic throttle control
- Stainless steel exhaust system with front silencer, balance pipe valves and HP titanium rear silencer
- Two regulated three-way catalytic converters
- Six-speed synchromesh gearbox with spur gears
- Chain drive
- Compliant with Euro 4 emissions standard

**Dimensions/weight**

- Length: 2,057 mm
- Height excluding mirrors/width including mirrors: 1,228 mm/(845 mm)
- Wheelbase: 1,439 mm
- Unladen weight, fully fuelled/road-ready: 205 kg
- According to guideline VO (EU) 168/2013 with all equipment, with standard equipment, and electric sheath 95% of the usable tank capacity.
- Permitted total weight: 407 kg
- Max. load (with standard equipment): 320 kg
- Usable tank capacity (of which reserved): 17.5 l (approx. 4 l)

**Performance / fuel consumption**

- Max. speed: over 200 km/h
- Fuel consumption per 100 km according to WMTC: 7.4 l
- CO₂ emissions in accordance with WMTC: 154 g/km

**Chassis**

- BMW Motorrad Race ABS (partly integral, switchable)
- Upside-down fork, front (diameter 46 mm, travel 120 mm)
- Black-anodized stanchion, rebound/compression damping adjustable (if optional DDC is fitted, the upside-down telescopic fork is gold-anodized)
- Aluminium double swing-arm, rear (120 mm of travel), central spring strut in rebound damping adjustable and readjustable at any time; spring pre-load adjustable up to 13 Nm
- Double disc brakes at front (diameter 320 mm, thickness 5 mm), radial four-piston calipers
- Single disc brake at rear, hydraulic (diameter 220 mm, thickness 5 mm), single-piston floating caliper
- Cast aluminium wheels (120/70 ZR 17 at front, 190/55 ZR 17 at rear)
- Side stands with ignition cut-out switch

**Electrical system**

- Headlights and high beam lights, asymmetrical
- Dimmable multifunction display with adjustable light settings (speedometer, total and two trip distance counters, clock, lap times-analogue six-counters, gear indicator and range indicator)
- Two standard riding modes (Rain and Road), two extra modes (Dynamic and Dynamic Pro) in conjunction with option code 224 “Pro riding modes” 
- Raceway stats including average throttle and braking percentage, number of gear shifts (per lap, minimum/maximum speed), freeze function, programmable gear shift indicator, “Best Lap in Progress” display
- Single Wire System (CAN bus)
- Electronic immobiliser
- 406-W three-phase generator
- Drop screen
- Diagnostic interface
- Hazard warning lights
- Smoked indicator and LED rear light

**Equipment**

- Choice of two riding modes (“Rain” and “Road”), BMW Motorrad Race ABS and ASC (Automatic Stability Control) levels vary to suit each riding mode
- Two-piece seat (seat height: 814 mm; step length: 1,805 mm)
- One-key system for ignition, steering, fuel filler cap and pillion seat locks
- Brake lever adjustable
- Small storage compartment (with tools) under the passenger seat
- On-board literature

Illustrations may show optional equipment.

**Colours**

- **BMW S 1000 R HP:**
  - N2E Paintwork in Light White/Racing Blue Metallic/Racing Red in Black (standard) with Red rim
  - Only available for BMW S 1000 R HP at an additional cost.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R:**
  - N2S Paintwork in San Marino Blue Metallic (seat in Black)
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R HP:**
  - N2D Paintwork in Blackstorm metallic ND2 / Seat in Black
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R:**
  - N2X Paintwork in San Marino Blue Metallic / Seat in Black
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R:**
  - ND2 Paintwork in Blackstorm metallic ND2 / Seat in Black/ Wheels in Black (standard) with Red rim
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R HP:**
  - N2S Paintwork in Blackstorm metallic N22 / Seat in Black/Wheels in Black (standard) with Red rim
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R:**
  - N2D Paintwork in Blackstorm metallic ND2 / Seat in Black/Wheels in Black (standard) with Red rim
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
  - Alternatively, available with Option code 275 HP forged wheels at an additional cost.

- **BMW S 1000 R HP:**
  - N2S Paintwork in San Marino Blue Metallic / Seat in Black
  - Metallic paint included in vehicle price.
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT.

Optional equipment packages (available at additional cost)

**Sport- package**
Option code: 227
- Pro riding modes with adjustable Dynamic Traction Control (DTC), Pro-Lane Limiter and Launch Control
- Two extra riding modes: "Dynamic" and "Dynamic Pro" with coding plug for custom settings
- ABS Pro Option code: 5AC (ABS control for "Rain", "Sport" and "Dynamic" (in dry conditions) riding modes that adapts to motorcycle’s banking angle)
- Available exclusively as part of this package.
- Pro gear-shift assist (with blipping function)
- Cruise control

**Dynamic package**
Option code: 238
- DDC (Dynamic Damping Control): If optional DDC is fitted, the upside-down telescopic fork is gold-anodized.
- Engine spoiler in bike colour
- Available exclusively as part of this package.

Optional equipment available at additional cost

**BMW S 1000 R HP**
Option code: 456
- Exclusive colour schemes: N2E Light White/Racing Blue Metallic/Racing Red/Seat in Black
- Wheels in Black (standard) with Red trim
- Tapes in HP Motorsport design

Optional equipment available at an extra charge

- Pro riding modes with ABS Pro, adjustable Dynamic Traction Control (DTC), Pro-Lane Limiter and Launch Control
- Two extra riding modes: "Dynamic" and "Dynamic Pro" with coding plug for custom settings
- ABS Pro Option code: 5AC (ABS control for "Rain", "Sport" and "Dynamic" (in dry conditions) riding modes that adapts to motorcycle’s banking angle)
- HP forged wheels
- Design option wheels (red trim on black wheels)
- Engine spoiler in bike colour
- Heated grips
- Anti-theft alarm system

Providing these modes, ABS Pro, Dynamic Traction Control (DTC), Pro gear-shift assist, engine spoiler, heated grips, LED indicators, HP forged wheels and anti-theft alarm system can also be retrofitted as Original BMW Motorrad accessories.
HP PARTS.*

HP rider foot pegs and HP pillion passenger foot pegs
The HP rider footrest system provides optimum ergonomics and sportiness thanks to its dynamic look and many adjustment options. It is made from a high-strength aluminium alloy, is particularly lightweight and offers optimum corrosion protection thanks to its three-colour anodisation. The HP pillion foot pegs are made from an anodised aluminium alloy and give the bike an even sportier appearance.

To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

- HP rider foot pegs (left and right)
- HP pillion passenger foot pegs

Folding HP clutch and handbrake levers
Made out of corrosion-resistant, anodised aluminium, the CNC-milled HP brake and clutch levers are both stylish and highly practical. Easily adjustable to provide the most suitable position for every rider, the built-in folding design also reduces the risk of bending or breaking in the event of an accident.

To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

- HP clutch lever
- Folding HP handbrake lever

HP clutch lever protector/HP handbrake lever protector
These lever guards are essential on the race track and show the bike’s racing pedigree on public roads.

To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

- HP clutch lever protector
- HP handbrake lever protector

HP carbon bolt-on parts
Superior performance is a given with these bolt-on parts. They’re elegant, exclusive and durable – each one a masterpiece in its own right. And if perfection’s what you’re after, you’ve hit the jackpot here because they’re made of carbon, the ultimate lightweight material. An unbeatable combination of stylish looks and technical expertise.

The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.

- HP carbon mudguard, front
- HP carbon mudguard, rear
- HP carbon tank cover (left and right)
- HP carbon airbox cover
- HP carbon sprocket cover
- HP carbon chain guard

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

HP PARTS.*

HP carbon bolt-on parts
Superior performance is a given with these bolt-on parts. They’re elegant, exclusive and durable – each one a masterpiece in its own right. And if perfection’s what you’re after, you’ve hit the jackpot here because they’re made of carbon, the ultimate lightweight material. An unbeatable combination of stylish looks and technical expertise.

The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.

- HP carbon mudguard, front
- HP carbon mudguard, rear
- HP carbon tank cover (left and right)
- HP carbon airbox cover
- HP carbon sprocket cover
- HP carbon chain guard

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealership.

(+)= “and” this item must be ordered at the same time
(o)= “or” this item can be used as an alternative
HP parts.

HP forged wheels
The forged (black-anodized) HP aluminum wheels deliver improved responses and a significant weight reduction (2 kg compared to standard wheels). Also available as optional equipment. To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.

- HP forged wheel, front
  (n) Mounted parts
- HP forged wheel, rear
  (n) Mounted parts

Useful gear for the racetrack
- To be used on the road (not homologated for road use).
- HP infrared receiver for lap timer
  The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.
  (n) HP infrared transmitter for lap timer
- HP cover kit
  Other parts illustrated, only the license plate holder cover can be used on the BMW S 1000 RR.
  (n) Mounting parts

Useful gear (on and off the track)
- HP chain tensioner
  The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.
  (n) HP rider seat
  (n) Mounted parts
  (n) HP toe warmers

HP parts.

HP axle protectors
The HP axle protectors made of highly abrasion-resistant plastic protect the fork and swing arm from scratches if the bike falls or tips over. The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.
- HP axle protectors (one required per axle)

HP engine protectors
The HP engine protectors offer improved protection against damage to engine components with their replaceable plastic slip pads. To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.
- HP engine protectors (left and right)

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealership.
(n) “And” this item must be ordered at the same time
(o) “Or” this item can be used as an alternative
ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.

STORAGE.*

1. **Saddlebags, 10 l–16 l**
   The saddlebags made of durable polyester offer around 10 litres of storage space on each side, which can be expanded up to 16 litres. The three-sided all-round zip ensures good accessibility. The scope of supply includes two waterproof, removable inner bags. The Quick-Lock system enables quick installation.
   - Installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.
   - Only available in conjunction with passenger seat, not in conjunction with seat hump cover.
   - Saddlebags, 10 l–16 l

2. **Tank bag, 13 l**
   The tank bag made of durable PU-coated polyester fabric with a waterproof main compartment and strap fastening holds 13 litres. The water-repellent outside pocket offers additional storage space. The carry handle and the detachable shoulder strap are further practical features.
   - Tank bag, 13 l

3. **Rear bag, 25 l–32 l**
   The robust rear bag with its waterproof main compartment and water-repellent outer pocket offers a volume from 25 to 32 litres. A padded carry handle and a shoulder strap make transport easy. The bag is perfectly adapted to the passenger seat and is securely fastened with 3-point tension straps.
   - For solo riding only.
   - Not available in conjunction with the comfort pillion seat or pillion seat cover.
   - Rear bag, 25 l–32 l

4. **Bag for passenger seat, 2.5 l–5.5 l**
   The lightweight folding backpack is a helpful companion when spontaneous storage space is required on the move. It can be stowed under the seat.
   - Folding backpack, 12 l

5. **Pack bag set**
   The practical pack bag set keeps the pannier tidy. It includes five bags in three sizes and a laundry bag.
   - Pack bag set

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

For information on speed and load limitations, please refer to the instruction booklet.

(*) = “and” this item must be ordered at the same time
(o) = “or” this item can be used as an alternative

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.
**DESIGN.**

1. **Plastic seat hump cover in bike colour**  
   The high-quality seat hump cover allows the double seat to be quickly and easily converted into a sporty single-seater.  
   The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.  
   • Seat hump cover  
     (n) Mounted parts

2. **Plastic engine spoiler in bike colour**  
   Emphasizes the striking design of the BMW S 1000 R and gives it an even sportier look. Also available as an equipment option.  
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.  
   • Engine spoiler (left and right)  
     (n) Mounted parts

3. **LED indicators**  
   The elegant LED indicators with white indicator glass set standards in terms of design and function. Also available as optional equipment.  
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.  
   • LED indicators (front and seat)  
     (n) Mounted parts

**ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT.**

4. **Sport windscreen, tinted**  
   The tinted sport windshield underlines the dynamic appearance of the motorcycle and offers good protection against wind and weather.  
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.  
   • Sport windscreen, tinted

5. **Comfort seat**  
   Wider than the standard version, the striking padded comfort seat is perfect for longer tours.  
   • Comfort seat  
     (seat height: 840 mm; step length: 1,865 mm)

6. **Pillion comfort seat**  
   The wider pillion comfort seat with upgraded upholstery offers the passenger a noticeable increase in seating comfort.  
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.  
   • Pillion comfort seat  
     (+) Mounted parts

7. **Pro riding modes retrofit kit**  
   The Pro riding modes can be retrofitted using an enabling code. Riders of older motorcycles therefore do not have to do without modern safety features. Depending on the year of manufacture, retrofitting is possible with the Pro, Pro with DTC or Pro with ABS Pro, DTC and HSC modes. Also available as optional equipment.  
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.  
   • Pro riding modes retrofit kit  
     (+) Mounted parts

8. **Pro gear-shift assist**  
   The Pro Gear-Assist can be retrofitted via the activation code and the shift assistant Pro unit. Therefore, the rider does not have to do without the assistance system. The shift assistant Pro makes it easy to conveniently shift up and down without actuating the clutch or gas pedal. Also available as optional equipment.  
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, ideally at your BMW Motorrad dealership.  
   • Pro gear-shift assist  
     (+) Mounted parts

**ORIGINAL BMW MOTORRAD ACCESSORIES.**

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.

(+) = "and" this item must be ordered at the same time

(−) = "or" this item can be used as an alternative.
Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.

(+) = “and” this item must be ordered at the same time
(o) = “or” this item can be used as an alternative

**NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATION.**

**BMW Motorrad Navigator VI**

The multifunctional BMW Motorrad Navigator VI makes route planning child’s play. The system with 16 GB flash memory and a five-inch touch screen always shows the right way, and the waterproof display is easy to read even in direct sunlight. The high-resolution screen provides all the essential information and ensures that you can see the big picture required in every situation. Numerous additional functions make planning and touring an exciting experience. Plan your routes can be created according to your personal preferences and enjoy driving on winding and quiet side roads. The “round trip” option is a good choice on unfamiliar terrain. In the end, it reliably leads back to the starting point. The Bluetooth connection to the BMW Motorrad communication system and the optional Smartphone Link app enable multimedia on the go: navigation announcements, telephone calls and music streaming as well as the retrieval of weather forecasts or traffic jam information are no problem. Operation is via the stable Mount Cradle; the four buttons can also be accurately controlled while wearing gloves. Choose the pre-installed map data, and you will always be up to date thanks to lifelong, free map updates. BMW Motorrad navigator systems only available in conjunction with bracket for BMW Motorrad navigation systems.

- Bracket for BMW Motorrad navigation systems
- Car kit for BMW Motorrad Navigator VI

**Bracket for BMW Motorrad navigation systems**

The functional BMW Motorrad navigation device bracket is securely attached to the handlebar clamping block. This ensures that it can be positioned on the rider’s direct field of vision. In addition, the bracket complements perfectly the cockpit area. The installation manual is available for download from the BMW Motorrad website.

- Bracket for BMW Motorrad navigation devices
- Car kit for BMW Motorrad Navigator VI

**Car kit for BMW Motorrad Navigator VI**

If you are leaving your motorcycle at home, you can use the BMW Motorrad Navigator VI in your car in just a few easy steps thanks to the Car kit.

**BMW Motorrad smartphone cradle**

BMW Motorrad’s robust smartphone cradle provides a safe and protected place for your smartphone. This means that useful functions such as navigation information and online information can also be used while you are on the move. Thanks to the handy charging function, your smartphone is also always ready for action on extended bike tours. Only possible in combination with bracket for BMW motorrad navigation devices.

- BMW Motorrad smartphone cradle

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.
SAFETY.*

1 Anti-theft alarm system retrofit kit
   (+) Mounted parts
   If the anti-theft alarm system is moved or struck violently, the system responds with a clearly audible signal and a hazard warning indicator lamp. Also available as optional equipment.
   • Anti-theft alarm system retrofit set

1 Brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm system
   Double protection against theft: The brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm is the ideal theft deterrent when you’re out with your bike. The lock made of hardened steel provides reliable protection against manipulation and is easy to store thanks to its compact dimensions. The anti-theft alarm detects the smallest movements and violent shocks and responds by emitting an acoustic alarm.
   • Brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm system

1 First-aid kit
   The extensive large first-aid kit from BMW Motorrad complies with the DIN standard for first-aid cases and should not be missing from any motorcycle. The compact first-aid kit from BMW Motorrad fits into any motorcycle and includes basic equipment for treating minor injuries.
   • First-aid kit, large
   • First-aid kit, small

1 Multifunctional tool
   The BMW Motorrad multifunctional tool has everything under control – exactly 40 useful tools for on the go and at home. From the locking blade, screwdriver and pliers to the reversible ratchet with bit extension and nine screwdriver bits.
   • Multifunctional tool

1 Repair manual
   A clear and accessible guide to maintaining and repairing your motorcycle.
   • Repair manual, DVD

1 Compact foot pump
   Whether motorcycle, car, bicycle, football or air mattress – the BMW compact foot pump fits all valves and pumps extremely accurately thanks to the digital pressure gauge.
   • Compact foot pump

1 Tire pressure travel set
   The travel set for tire pressure monitoring includes a small digital measuring device and CO₂ cartridges for filling.
   • Tire pressure monitoring travel kit

1 Breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires
   The breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires includes everything the rider needs for emergency repairs on the road in the event of a puncture.
   • Breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

MAINTENANCE AND TECHNOLOGY.*

1 Sport workstand
   The sport workstand ensures a secure position. It is extremely stable and has a higher material thickness than conventional workstands. The double castors facilitate parking up and are particularly durable.
   From sport workstands to be used in conjunction with rear sport workstand.
   • Sport workstand, front
   • Sport workstand, rear
   (+) HP auxiliary stand adapter

1 Multifunctional tool
   The BMW Motorrad multifunctional tool has everything under control – exactly 40 useful tools for on the go and at home. From the locking blade, screwdriver and pliers to the reversible ratchet with bit extension and nine screwdriver bits.
   • Multifunctional tool

1 Repair manual
   A clear and accessible guide to maintaining and repairing your motorcycle.
   • Repair manual, DVD

1 Compact foot pump
   Whether motorcycle, car, bicycle, football or air mattress – the BMW compact foot pump fits all valves and pumps extremely accurately thanks to the digital pressure gauge.
   • Compact foot pump

1 Tire pressure travel set
   The travel set for tire pressure monitoring includes a small digital measuring device and CO₂ cartridges for filling.
   • Tire pressure monitoring travel kit

1 Breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires
   The breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires includes everything the rider needs for emergency repairs on the road in the event of a puncture.
   • Breakdown repair kit for tubeless tires

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.
(+): “and” this item must be ordered at the same time
( ): “or” this item can be used as an alternative
MAINTENANCE AND TECHNOLOGY.*

1. BMW Motorrad battery charger Plus
   In addition to charging conventional lead-acid batteries and maintenance-free rechargeable batteries (gel/AGM), the high-quality BMW Motorrad battery charger Plus also allows for fully automatic, microprocessor-controlled charging and maintenance of all Original BMW Motorrad lithium-ion starter batteries with 12 V and a capacity of 6 to 60 Ah.
   - BMW Motorrad battery charger Plus

2. Vehicle cover
   The vehicle cover for outdoor use reliably protects your bike from wet conditions, dust and more.
   - Vehicle cover

3. Indoor vehicle cover
   The customised indoor vehicle cover reliably protects the motorcycle against dust and scratches.
   - Indoor vehicle cover

4. Motorcycle carpet
   The high-quality motorcycle carpet reliably protects the floor under the machine from dirt, oil and petrol stains.
   - Motorcycle carpet

5. LED torch
   The rechargeable LED torch offers an impressive luminous flux of more than 80 lumen, an enormous light range and a long-lasting battery.
   - LED torch

6. Original BMW ADVANTEC Engine Oil
   The ADVANTEC Ultimate engine oil with a viscosity of 5W-40 has been perfectly tailored to BMW Motorrad’s high-performance engines.
   - ADVANTEC Original BMW Engine Oil Ultimate 5W-40, 11
   - ADVANTEC Original BMW Engine Oil Ultimate 5W-40, 500 ml

TIRES.*

7. Tires and inner tubes
   The most important connection between your bike and the road. Tires tested by BMW Motorrad guarantee the best possible performance and handling. If you have any questions about the tires approved for the BMW Motorrad model in question and, if necessary, suitable, high-quality inner tubes, our BMW Motorrad dealers will be happy to provide you with detailed advice.

ORIGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS.

8. Original BMW Care products (shown from left to right)
   BMW Care products meet the high standards set by BMW Motorrad. Developed exclusively for BMW motorcycles, they counteract the signs of ageing and help maintain their value and safety.
   - Motor gloss spray, 300 ml
   - Motorcycle cleaner, 500 ml
   - Insect remover, 500 ml
   - Wheel rim cleaner, 500 ml
   - Gloss polish, 250 ml
   - Chain spray, 300 ml
   - Chain cleaner, 300 ml
   - Body & Bike shower gel, 250 ml
   - Metal polish, 75 ml

For more detailed information, contact your BMW Motorrad dealership or go online at bmw-motorrad.ca.

* Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your BMW Motorrad dealer.
+ “and” this item must be ordered at the same time
○ “or” this item can be used as an alternative
RaceFlow jacket
All kitted out for summer thanks to the sporty RaceFlow men’s textile 
jacket. Its high proportion of air-permeable mesh material ensures 
perfect ventilation of the body and arms on hot days. The waist width 
is adjustable using two press studs. The standard equipment includes 
protectors at the shoulders and elbows.

RIDE JEANS
These Ride jeans are fully fledged casual motorcycling trousers with 
five-pocket styling. They offer enhanced abrasion resistance thanks 
to the carefully selected material blend and integrated Kevlar inserts 
in vulnerable spots. Riders can quickly and easily remove the knee 
protectors from the outside, turning the trousers into casual jeans for 
everyday wear.

ProRace gloves
ProRace gloves are ideally suitable for sporty bikers who value extreme 
freedom of movement, enhanced safety and a direct grip experience 
when riding fast. They are partially protected by hardened foam and 
feature palms made of kangaroo leather, and upper hands made of goat 
leather with stretch zones.

ProRace boots
Waterproof, breathable ProRace boots for men not only impress with 
their Race look, but also with many practical details. Among other 
features, they offer side and heel guards, a gearshift lever protector, 
and soft suede leather on the inside of the bootleg for the best possible 
contact with the motorcycle. The insole is removable and washable.

Find out about these items and other rider equipment at your 
BMW Motorrad dealer or at bmw-motorrad.ca
SERVICES FROM BMW MOTORRAD.

BMW Motorrad Service
The extensive service network of BMW Motorrad ensures your bike gets the care it deserves. There are over 22 BMW service centres in Canada alone, and if you’re off on your travels, you’ll find them in over 100 countries around the world. Their outstanding quality of service is based on reliability and speed whenever spare parts are needed, competent advice for riders, as well as excellent workshop performance. This has earned them exceptional ratings from many leading bike magazines.

BMW Motorrad online
To find out more about BMW Motorrad and our product range, visit our website at bmw-motorrad.ca

BMW Motorrad Roadside Assistance
We pride ourselves on the quality of after-sales care we provide. Like BMW Motorrad roadside assistance: round-the-clock breakdown assistance. Call 1-800-267-8269. If you have a breakdown in Canada or the USA, our experts will do everything they can to get you back on the road. If they can’t fix the problem immediately, they’ll get you to your destination by other means.

Ask your BMW Motorrad dealer for more information or visit bmw-motorrad.ca

BMW Financial Services
Freedom on two wheels. BMW Financial Services helps you to get the most out of your riding experience. Financial services are very similar to configuring your own personal bike: an individual solution is always best. And that is particularly true when it comes to your mobility.

Finance
BMW Financial Services offers convenient finance solutions that are tailored to your individual needs.

BMW Basic Finance
Choose a term (12 to 84 months) with a downpayment and instalments to suit your budget. Get your personal quote from your BMW Motorrad dealer.
MAKE YOUR DREAM A REALITY WITH 3ASY RIDE.

BMW Financial Services. BMW Financial Services offers tailored financial solutions to help you experience the freedom and excitement of riding. For more information, visit bmw-motorrad.ca